
The Ultimate 
Welcome Back 
Playbook
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ultimate guide to creating a tenant 
Welcome Back strategy.
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1. Introduction
Commercial real estate’s new customer
In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, the global commercial real estate market has
changed forever. Companies are rethinking their need for office space. Many are allowing
their employees to work remotely full-time; others are adopting a hybrid model, whereby
employees split their time between their office HQ and remote locations, such as the home
office.

This is already forcing a change in the role of the workplace. Industry leaders predict that
short and flexible leasing arrangements, such as those offered by WeWork and Regus, will
become more popular. Companies will still need an office, a central HQ, but they will treat
space as a service, adopted on an as-needed basis.

This does not mean the end of the office. It presents an unprecedented opportunity to
commercial owners, asset managers and property managers. This opportunity lies with an
entirely new customer: Not the tenant company, but the individual.

Hybrid-working individuals will return to the workplace. And, as recent research from
Leesman shows, they are most likely to return, for more days per week, to the
best-amenitized workplaces.

This is supported by brand-new research uncovered in our 2021 Global Office Tenant Report,
released in October. More than 3,200 global occupiers responded to our survey, which asked
them exactly what they want from the workplace of the future.

Our findings can help you right now. For instance, we know that:
● Touchless access control (54.1%), Indoor Air Quality systems (37.8%), and flex space

options (37.1%) are among the highest-rated features desired by our base of global
occupiers.

● When asked to describe their ideal offices, occupiers rated relaxation zones (49.2%),
fewer desks (34.4%), and more workout areas (34.3%) highest among the desired
features.

● After COVID-19, people want the office to be a hub for community and productivity.
73% of occupiers said the main purpose of the office is to stay connected to
colleagues; the second-highest-rated purpose (70%) was a ‘place for collaboration’.

So, your customer has changed. This guide will help you reach that new customer, and
provide for the wants and needs we are now certain they have. Reach the individual, the new
decision-maker in a commercial lease, and you will build long-lasting relationships. Better
still, you will transform your asset into a community, where the best companies do their
happiest work.

https://www.wsj.com/livecoverage/covid-19-delta-variant-vaccine-latest-news/card/8di1FRF0vsUbOeLPYnBp
https://www.wsj.com/livecoverage/covid-19-delta-variant-vaccine-latest-news/card/8di1FRF0vsUbOeLPYnBp
https://www.antonyslumbers.com/theblog/2021/3/16/this-isnt-an-acceleration-its-a-revolution
https://www.getequiem.com/blog/the-5-benefits-to-landlords-of-a-tenant-communications-strategy
https://www.getequiem.com/blog/the-5-benefits-to-landlords-of-a-tenant-communications-strategy
https://www.getequiem.com/resources/global-office-tenant-report-2021


To create this guide, we analysed our ten years’ worth of customer data, those generated
both through onsite experiences and platform-based interactions. We supplemented those
insights, as mentioned above, with first-hand and up-to-date data from our Global Office
Tenant Report 2021. These two streams, combined, have helped us to paint a
comprehensive picture of what customers want, and helped us also to answer specific
questions, such as:

● What did people love about their building, and what didn’t they love?
● How have their views changed over the last 18 months?
● How do we effectively welcome them back to offices of the future?

This guide will help you get, and stay, ahead of the curve.

2. Get ahead of the curve
Why the time is ripe for a comprehensive return to office
strategy
According to Deloitte’s 2021 Commercial Real Estate Outlook, commercial real estate
professionals are gearing up for a large, and overdue, digital revolution.

Owners know that “digital transformation and tenant experience are a business imperative”,
but “less than 50% of respondents consider digital tenant experience a core competency of
their organization”. This is, in part, why we have created this guide: We want to help
commercial owners deploy tenant experience and community-building solutions now, while
such solutions are in demand with hybrid-working customers. Many of these customers are
yet to make a decision on their future space needs, but they soon will. Waiting, even a year,
might mean the difference between high occupancy rates and fewer lease renewals.

At Equiem, we know how to build thriving communities through technology and engagement.
Over the last 10 years, we have created and hosted thousands of events and activations on
behalf of our clients. Our data show us that, even during the many global lockdowns of
COVID-19, the appetite for a workplace community is as strong as ever.

Our solution goes beyond customer service and engagement. To welcome tenants back to
your buildings, and to keep them over the long term, you need a digital companion: an app,
for desktop and mobile, that unites all of the services and amenities you offer. Food and
drink ordering and delivery, flexible space bookings, fitness class and seminar events, work
requests, even the aforementioned Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) and smart sensor technology,
with its benefits to your ESG initiatives. All can exist within a branded digital representation
of your asset.

Made for buildings, budgets, and teams of all sizes

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/financial-services/commercial-real-estate-outlook.html
https://www.getequiem.com/resources/equiem-global-office-tenant-report-2020


We know that not all property management teams are the same. The same is true for the
size of your building, and your budget for tenant engagement and digital transformation.

This guide caters to buildings, budgets, and teams of all sizes. Where relevant, you’ll find
suggested budgets that scale according to your situation and capabilities. That way, you can
build your own perfect strategy using our proven outline.

A note on the phases of return
The Equiem Welcome Back guide focuses on building rapport and adding value
incrementally. This guide will help you:

● Make tenants comfortable, and draw them back
● Create good first impressions
● Create memorable experiences
● Foster work-from-office habits
● Improve your customer’s experience

Welcome tenants back in 13 steps
This guide is split into 13 sections (see the Contents above). Each will help you build a
tailored Welcome Back strategy for your asset(s).

We’ve designed this guide as a reference companion, something to keep at your desk and
look back on regularly as you deploy your plan. If you take one thing away from this guide, let
it be this: The 13 steps will steer you in the right direction.

And don’t forget: Equiem is commercial real estate’s longest-serving partner in the provision
of tenant experience technology and customer engagement. We can help you build a plan to
help transform your asset from an obligation to a destination.



3. Start with data
Why you shouldn’t trust your gut

“Now more than ever, CRE companies need to capture and analyze high-frequency data to
create a meaningful tenant experience,” writes Deloitte in its 2021 Commercial Real Estate
Outlook report. “This could include data around how tenants use different amenities, and/or
engagement and performance levels.”

Capturing data is tricky. It takes a long time. Longer, still, is the process of analysing
numbers and inscrutable graphs. It’s little wonder that many commercial real estate
professionals rely on instinct when making decisions about their assets and customer
engagement strategies. But when it comes to welcoming tenants back, you may find you
have precious little information to guide your future-planning. How do you truly know how
your customer wants and behaviours have changed while they’ve been working from home?
 
With the right analytics platform, linked to an array of customer-facing systems, CRE
landlords and property managers can make informed decisions about improvements to their
assets and tenant services. With a tenant experience platform and in-built analytics
dashboards, it is possible to reliably track
behaviours, habits, and sentiments of customers,
even as they work remotely. And, even more critically,
it is possible to build robust lease renewal strategies
tailored to individual tenants.
 
“Companies can analyze tenant engagement levels
and behaviour to understand preferences and
provide a more customized experience,” Deloitte
writes. “For instance, owners/operators can combine
and analyze the occupancy, movement, and
temperature sensor data and assist tenants in
creating COVID-19-safe seating and space utilization
decisions.
 

“They can also use tenant data to
predict lease renewals and devise
appropriate strategies for tenant
retention.”

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/financial-services/commercial-real-estate-outlook.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/financial-services/commercial-real-estate-outlook.html


We couldn’t have said it better. But what happens if you don’t have a tenant experience
platform, and a complementary analytics plug-in? Where do you start?

Good old-fashioned customer feedback
We can’t overstate the value of qualitative data. With Equiem’s analytics platform you can
quickly capture tenant feedback in real time. However, if you don’t have an analytics platform
to guide you, simply ask your tenants what they think, want, and feel. We recommend
starting with workplace managers. Ask them questions like:

● When do you expect employees to return to the office?
● How many days a week do you foresee employees coming in?
● What amenities or services matter most to your team?
● What culture building initiatives or events do you have planned?
● What safety measures do you expect from the building?
● What policies are you putting in place around flexible work?

With a decent sample size (around 20 companies, let’s say), you can start to form an
accurate picture on the customer profile of a given asset. You can start to build plans and
business cases around the most-requested services and amenities; you can better direct
leasing teams; and you can better allocate resources to enhancements.

Why stop there? You can go beyond workplace managers and poll employees directly. A
building-wide survey is an inexpensive way to gather insights on your population and further
validate your plans. Our Global Office Tenant Report does this very thing, every year, on
behalf of our clients. Pick up a free copy here and form your own survey using our questions.
One thing is for sure: You will be surprised by what you can learn.

To find out more about building a full-scale data plan, check out our full free guide to tenant
experience app analytics here.

https://www.getequiem.com/resources/global-office-tenant-report-2021
https://www.getequiem.com/the-cre-landlords-guide-to-tenant-app-analytics-ebook
https://www.getequiem.com/the-cre-landlords-guide-to-tenant-app-analytics-ebook


4. The art of first impressions
The science behind making an impact
Although this section discusses ‘first’ impressions, we recognise that a Welcome Back
strategy is all about reaching out to customers who already know you and your brand. But
our use of ‘first’ is no mistake. Employees coming back to the office have changed. You have
too. Therefore, this is a chance to create new first impressions — to start fresh.

Let’s look at the psychology of basic human interactions. Research suggests that people
form first impressions about a brand within seconds, seven at the most. These impressions
help people to determine whether the brand is trustworthy, competent, and valuable. The first
impression is then nurtured over a short-term period with subsequent interactions. “It takes
between 5-7 impressions,” Tailor Brands writes, “to start creating brand awareness.”

“Consistency is everything.”

It’s a science-backed truism that first impressions are very difficult, if not impossible, to
change once they are formed. This means that your Welcome Back strategy must be
efficient, targeted, holistic, and consistent.

For commercial real estate property managers, your brand is your building, but it is also
represented in every single customer touchpoint. It represents the services and amenities
you offer, the quality of your customer service, and the overall quality and functionality of
your spaces. And, in the future, the strength of your brand will be determined by the way in
which you innovate and adapt to respond to customer demand. Take the current high
demand for flexibility. As leases shrink, you will need to build meaningful relationships faster
than ever.

Consider the words of Dror Poleg, commercial real estate expert and author of Rethinking
Real Estate.

“You have to adapt your product to a very specific type of customer, and go all-in on them”,
Poleg says. “The people at the top will be those that have a brand, that have their own
distribution, that resonate with their customers, that have some sort of relationships that
mean something.”

An example of a good Welcome Back first impression
Consider two possible approaches.

Journey A is the path you might take without prior knowledge or planning about the
changing wants and needs of your customers. You meet with a tenant representative of a
company, and hand them a well-designed package. Perhaps it contains a revised tenant

https://www.tailorbrands.com/blog/branding-statistics#:~:text=13%25%20of%20consumers%20would%20pay,because%20of%20helpful%20customer%20service.
https://www.tailorbrands.com/blog/branding-statistics#:~:text=13%25%20of%20consumers%20would%20pay,because%20of%20helpful%20customer%20service.
https://www.psychologicalscience.org/observer/studying-first-impressions-what-to-consider
https://loopphonebooths.com/office-furniture-aesthetic-and-quality-and-why-its-so-important/
https://loopphonebooths.com/office-furniture-aesthetic-and-quality-and-why-its-so-important/
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C5CHFA_enAU920AU922&q=Rethinking+Real+Estate:+A+Roadmap+to+Technology%E2%80%99s+Impact+on+the+World%E2%80%99s+Largest+Asset+Class&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEypKIgvqMjLU4Jws0xyqrLMTSu1pLKTrfST8vOz9RNLSzLyi6xA7GKF_LycykWs8UGpJRmZedmZeekKQamJOQquxSWJJalWCo4KQfmJKbmJBQol-QohqckZefk5-emVjxpmFit45hYkJpcATVAoyUhVCM8vykkBi_skFqWnFpcoOBYXp5YoOOckFhfvYGUEABf65aKhAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjFhZLti63yAhXTH7cAHemSBEMQmxMoATAkegQIKBAD
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C5CHFA_enAU920AU922&q=Rethinking+Real+Estate:+A+Roadmap+to+Technology%E2%80%99s+Impact+on+the+World%E2%80%99s+Largest+Asset+Class&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEypKIgvqMjLU4Jws0xyqrLMTSu1pLKTrfST8vOz9RNLSzLyi6xA7GKF_LycykWs8UGpJRmZedmZeekKQamJOQquxSWJJalWCo4KQfmJKbmJBQol-QohqckZefk5-emVjxpmFit45hYkJpcATVAoyUhVCM8vykkBi_skFqWnFpcoOBYXp5YoOOckFhfvYGUEABf65aKhAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjFhZLti63yAhXTH7cAHemSBEMQmxMoATAkegQIKBAD


handbook, full of information on COVID-safe building procedures, a handful of coupons to
redeem with onsite retailers, and some branded mouse pads.

You make a plan for a follow-up chat, shake hands, and part ways. After this initial period, if
needed, they must call or email you to discuss any issues they have with their office, their
lease, or any questions they have about the materials you have provided. Ultimately, any
interaction requires a significant investment of time and effort from both parties – and
delays are an avoidable side effect.

Here’s the problem: In doing things the old-fashioned way, you might fail to capture useful
insights on the wants and sentiments of returning customers. Their returning impression
might be that you are detached, or unaware of their changing needs for space.

Journey B is what we call the next-generation welcome.
You meet with the tenant representative, just like in Journey A. But instead of tossing an
old-school glossy folder in their lap, you show off your tenant experience platform on a big
projector screen.
 
You say: “We’re so excited to have you back. To make the most of your experience here,
we’ve housed all of the information you need to know in a special section of your platform.
You can search, easily navigate the content categories, and reach out directly to us within
moments. We run weekly polls, too, so we can ensure we are meeting your needs for
services and amenities.

“We know that your needs for space may have changed, so while we set up an appointment
to discuss the deployment of your workforce, you can book flexible space directly through
the platform. If you decide to scale back, this same platform can accommodate your needs
on an ad hoc basis.

“That’s not all,” you continue. “We’ve set up a dedicated campaign exclusively for your
company. It includes free coffee vouchers, an onboarding competition, and a few other
goodies. Have fun!”
 
It is clear to see which journey will generate a more favourable first impression of your brand.
From there, tenants are easily made into advocates. They see that the tangible quality of
your office – the services and amenities – is congruent with its online equivalent. A
community as welcoming as this is difficult to leave.

We’ll show you how to create the ultimate Welcome Back experience below.

How to create an unforgettable experience in your building lobby
Just as the entryway of your home sets the impression of your house, the lobby or foyer of
your building gives customers and visitors an instant showcase of your services and
amenities. A thriving lobby is the first step in fostering a thriving building community. It is the



place where people meet, chat, laugh, and take their breaks. It is the place where final
handshakes secure deals. It is the polar opposite to the lonesome home office.

1. Start with signage. Consider the way your space is used, including entry and exit
points, and think about adding signs and placards welcoming customers back. These
signs – be they large foam boards, massive banners, brochures, or small hand-outs
– are an invaluable marketing tool. You can advertise events, new services (such as
fitness classes), new amenities (such as a refurbished gym), retailer specials, and
much more. If you have a tenant experience platform, physical signage is an effective
way to encourage registrations. Every Equiem platform launch is supported by
beautiful signage.

2. Consider digital screens. For many owners, digital screens are a more cost-effective
way of communicating with customers. Create a series of welcome-back assets and
play them on a loop wherever you can – at the reception desk, in elevators, even in
common areas. Don’t have any screens installed at your building? Consider buying or
hiring portable screens to promote the bigger events in your Welcome Back
campaign. The investment will pay for itself.

3. Create a pleasant scent. Really? Yes. According to Shopify, scent marketing is an
effective way to create the right atmosphere for your lobby space. “Human
physiology and psychology place great importance on the sense, and link it quickly
and deeply to positive memories, so we can repeat those experiences.” Combined
with lighting, music, art, and other factors, scent creates an “immersive brand
experience” for customers. Here’s a fun exercise for your team: What scent best
represents your brand? Maybe it’s something luxurious, like bergamot; or perhaps it is
something fresh and bright, like clean linen. Whatever the scent of your brand, a
simple diffuser (or two) is all it takes to round out the atmosphere of your lobby area.

4. Fill your space with music. Studies show that when humans experience music
together, either by listening to or producing it, general cooperation increases. Of
course, cooperation and community go hand-in-hand. Benefits to world peace aside,
the right music, just like the right scent, creates an appealing atmosphere for your
lobby – as well as an unforgettable first impression. Jazz, lounge, and bossa music
are proven to work well for hotel lobbies. To maximise the effects of your lobby
soundscape, consider hiring live musicians to play regular morning welcome
sessions for customers.

5. Ante up with art. Neurobiology research suggests that looking at art can produce the
same psychological effect as the experience of love. So fill your lobby with a calming,
loving atmosphere. Creating an evergreen installation is a great way to showcase the
work of local artists, too.

https://www.shopify.com.au/retail/the-science-of-smell-how-retailers-can-use-scent-marketing-to-make-more-sales
https://jonlieffmd.com/tag/music-increases-social-interaction
https://jonlieffmd.com/tag/music-increases-social-interaction
https://www.socialtables.com/blog/hospitality/best-hotel-background-music/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/art/8501024/Viewing-art-gives-same-pleasure-as-being-in-love.html


Need inspiration? Here’s one we organised with the property management team at the Rialto
in Melbourne, Australia.

6. Deploy a temporary concierge team. Technology is the next frontier in commercial
real estate. A tenant experience platform is a must-have. But don’t forget about true,
in-person customer service. Concierge services contribute value, convenience, and
an air of prestige to your building lobby. Concierges are experts in hospitality and
customer service. They can welcome and direct customers and visitors, give tips on
local sights and restaurants, and help you manage day-to-day building operations.
Consider hiring a crack team of concierge professionals when you run one of our
recommended Welcome Back events (discussed in the next section).

How to create the ultimate Welcome Back Bundle
People love freebies. You should, too, because research shows that complimentary gifts, or
bundles, help customers through the ‘buyer decision process’ and increase the likelihood of
future conversion. This is a process more often explored in the realm of retail, but in our
experience, it is just as true of your customers. A well-made, personalised Welcome Back
Bundle will create a memorable first impression, and go a long way toward convincing
returning customers that you care.

After planning and hosting thousands of events and activations over the last decade, we
have become the masters of the Welcome Back experience.

You can create your own by selecting your favourite options from this list of proven winners.
We’ve arranged them by cost in descending order.

https://www.instagram.com/p/Br6FfzHAePJ/?hl=en
https://www.shopify.com.au/retail/the-science-of-product-samples-how-free-samples-can-hook-customers-on-your-products


Category Items

Branded swag Tech:
- Antimicrobial Cleaning Cloth, $2 - $4
- WebCam Cover, $3 - $4
- AirPod Case, $3 - $7
- Wireless Charger, $7 - $25
- RFID Phone Wallet, $7 - $25
- Pop Socket, $13 - $18
- Laptop Video Light, $7 to $20
- Fit Band, $10- $14
- Phone Stand, $17- $25
- Laptop Sleeve, $18 - $30
- Multi headphone splitter, $16 - $20
- UV-Device Sanitizer, $90 - $100

Apparel:
- Tee-shirts, $8 to $20
- Sweaters, $40 - $60
- Hoodies, $40 - $60
- Socks, $10 - $20

Bags:
- Tote bags, $3 - $15
- Rucksacks, $90 - $120
- Laptop bags/cases, $20 - $30

Drinkware:
- Drink bottles, $6 - $20
- Mugs, $4 - $20

Office supplies:
- Pens, $1 - $3
- Mouse pads, $4 - $25
- Coasters, $1 - $10

Local retail
vouchers

Cafes, restaurants, gyms, boutiques

Personal desk
items

Photo frames, plants

COVID-safe
hygiene/cleaning
packs

Hand sanitizer bottles, alcohol wipes, face masks

Onsite amenity
free trials

Gym, lockers, bike room, end-of-trip facilities



5. Create memorable experiences
Planning events to attract and retain tenants

Now that we’ve laid out the theory behind the ideal Welcome Back strategy, as well as some
basic building blocks, it’s time to get practical.

This section features a smorgasbord of engagement ideas, curated by frontline Equiem team
members based on 10 years of experience. We have incontrovertible data on what tenants
like and don’t like, so you don’t have to waste any time or money on experimentation.

Focus on key tenant contacts, first
Whether you have access to your entire building population (through a tenant experience
platform) or not, it still pays to maintain solid relationships with key tenant contacts. By
focusing your initial Welcome Back campaign efforts on these individuals, you increase your
chances of cutting through to a greater proportion of the companies in your building, online
and offline. Turn your key tenant contacts into advocates.

Put on a pre-Welcome Back event for key tenant contacts
This exclusive event can be held virtually or in-person. Breakfast or lunch events tend to
perform best, as they give your guests a chance to mingle and provide first-hand feedback. If
the event must be held online – via Zoom, for example – consider sending a food and
beverage hamper to all contacts in time for the call. There are few better ice breakers!

Fundamentally, the pre-Welcome Back event is the first and best opportunity to unveil your
building’s Welcome Back campaign, as well as any major changes to your brand, services,
and amenities. Planning a series of lobby activations? Refurbishing lobby areas? Adding an
entire smart building platform? Tell your key tenant contacts about it, and get them excited.
The excitement of the new is your best offense against the malaise of the home office.

Build your perfect Welcome Back campaign using this activation ideas matrix
Remember: When selecting the activations and events to run as part of your Welcome Back
campaign, don’t forget:

1. Start with data and qualitative feedback (section 3) – it will help you build a customer
profile, and refine your selection of activations

2. Get your first impressions right (section 4) – the beauty and functionality of your
lobby area, the strength of your customer service, the commitment to health and
safety. If these aren’t covered, you run the risk of your campaign falling flat

3. Create a Welcome Back bundle (section 4) – delight returning customers with
something tangible, of real value



Ideas Matrix

Onsite photo booth / lobby mosaic

Onsite photo booth / lobby mosaic

Linkedin headshot refresh

Breakfast pop-up Local florist pop-up

Building happy hours

Alcohol giveaway

Grab and Go lunches

Food trucks Wine tasting



Branded cupcakes

Local Coffee Tasting (see ‘It’s better
with friends’)

Spin the wheel

Retailer pop-ups / giveaways (see
‘It’s Better with Friends’)

Outdoor Movie Nights

Lobby Coloring Wall

Pop-Up Book Swap Library

Lobby Games (Connect Four, Tic Tac
Toe, Mini Golf, Ping Pong, Golf

Simulator)

Bag Swap Building Giving (Local nonprofit)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/10v7X3qufnPDgRFEHKchuWuqjD7QLtosRSfNjvpe_i7U/edit#bookmark=id.kxt7wvabkto1


These experiences can be promoted onsite with signage, digital screens, and email
communications. Supercharge your experiences using the Equiem platform to effectively
market events to everyone in your building. Our tools enable you to publish content to both
mobile and web, capture RSVPs, create dynamic newsletters, push content to digital screens,
and track event attendance.

Iris, our purpose-built Content Management System for tenant experience, contains
templates to quickly and easily market your Welcome Back experiences leveraging
professionally written templates from the Equiem Content team. Search the library for the
activation ideas above or browse all our Welcome Back templates using the intuitive tagging
system in Iris to filter for the tags ‘Welcome Back’ or ‘Memorable Experiences’.

💡 Case study: Headshots for all at Southgate Towers

Southgate Towers, in Melbourne, Australia, has found repeated success in attracting
workers to the office with professional headshots activations. The campaign has been
run twice over the last 18 months, and more than 100 people have had their photo
sharpened up for LinkedIn. Said one delighted occupant: “Amazing idea! Yes please!”

https://www.getequiem.com/equiem-core/event-management
https://www.getequiem.com/equiem-core/event-management
https://www.getequiem.com/equiem-core/communication


6. Focus on single tenants
Not all tenants are created equal
As we’ve discussed, when it’s time to roll out the initial stages of your Welcome Back
campaign, you should give special attention to key tenant contacts. This same strategy can
be applied to specific tenants in your building.

Focus on creating deeper engagement with tenants that are large, high-risk, or next-up for
renewal, and reap the benefits of personalisation and exclusivity. While your Welcome Back
campaign is targeted to your entire building population, you can, at the same time, run
secondary campaigns tailored to these select companies. This is also an effective strategy if
you are limited in time and resources.

First, identify your target tenants
Leasing and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software solutions have helped
owners and leasing teams manage lease renewals (and therefore, tenant relationships) for a
while now. Consult the leasing data you have, and use it to create a target list in order of size
(square footage, value, or both), and expiry date.

Don’t have a don’t have a dedicated platform to help you strategically prioritise renewals?
Missing some of the key data points necessary to formulate comprehensive tenant profiles?
Our Leasing administration platform, complete with dedicated Leasing Analytics
dashboards, can help.

Second, set up segments for those target tenants
Exclusivity is best managed with a central tenant experience platform. With Equiem’s
Segmentation feature, you can create events, content pieces, store products, and more, and
make them available only to the specific companies of your choosing. These tenants know
they are part of something valuable and personalised.

Let’s say, as part of a mini Welcome Back campaign for a specific tenant, you organise a
private mixer. Invitations, reminders, smartphone drink vouchers, COVID-safe check-in; all of
these components, and more, can be easily managed using Equiem’s tenant experience
platform and its back-end Admin Panel system. Of course, you can boost the effect of such
a plan with offline extras, such as desk drops and in-office food and drink pop-ups.

https://www.getequiem.com/blog/how-to-track-tenant-lease-expiry-with-one-system


Approach 1: Winning Welcome Back mini-campaign ideas for key
tenants

When you don’t have the time or budget for a full-scale campaign, you might instead opt for
a smaller run of freebies or activations. We call these our mini-campaigns. Here follows a
refined list of our favourite and most-successful mini-campaigns. Of course, you could use
the ideas matrix in the previous section to create your own (budgets can be easily scaled up
or down to suit the size of your audience).

Tenant desk drop

Recommended budget: $1,000 - $3,000
A ‘desk drop’ involves delivering a gift to employees, in-person, in celebration of a particular
event or activation (in this case, your Welcome Back campaign). This gift could be anything,
theoretically – you need only ensure that your message is communicated loud and clear.

Here are some popular desk drop campaign items:
- Eco packs, with a canvas tote bag, branded Keep cup, and branded glass water bottle
- Desk plants in branded pots (succulents, or plants with low water needs, are ideal)
- Branded ceramic mugs
- High-quality branded stationery (such as laptop cases/bags)
- Branded cloth face masks

Whatever item you choose, ensure to include your brand and, if possible, a call to
registration. Ensure, also, you let the tenant know that their gift has been selected for them
personally. Include a link or QR code directing customers to your tenant experience platform,
where the promise of service and value awaits.

In-suite food and beverage pop-up

Recommended budget: $2,000 - $5,000
What could be more memorable or prestigious than an exclusive epicurean showcase,
offered to your key tenant within the comfort of their own office?

Many catering companies offer set-menu pop-ups for office tenants. You pay the fee, and
these companies handle the rest: Set-up, food, service, entertainment, and pack-up. Pop-ups
can be themed, or suited to the time of day (for instance, a team breakfast or evening drinks
mixer).

Low on budget? You don’t need to spring for Michelin-starred chefs to delight your tenants.
Consider these options:

● Popcorn/cotton candy machine
● A play-for-free skill-tester machine with edible prizes



● A bake-along cupcake-making class
● Seasonal drink stations, such as a mulled wine bar or mini cafe for pumpkin spice

lattes

💡 Case study: Ping-pong, tacos, and more at Nomad Tower’s Happy Hour

In May 2020, Nomad Tower organised a Happy Hour ping-pong tournament in its brand
new Cellar common area. Alongside the pulse-pounding ping-pong tourney, occupiers
were treated to a taco bar (provided by partner Dos Toros), drinks, and fabulous prizes –
especially for the winners, who walked away with JBL Clip 3 waterproof speakers.
114 occupiers attended the event in total, and it resulted in a 54% hike in community
platform registrations. Said Vivyanne, a delighted occupier: “I love how the building
managers are constantly coming up with things to keep the community entertained!”

Massage chairs

Recommended budget: $3,000 - $6,000
Who among us will say no to a blissful Swedish or shiatsu massage? Hire some massage
chairs and have them delivered to your key tenancies. For best effect, place two chairs, for a
month, in each target tenancy. In these times, the gift of relaxation is always appreciated.

Approach 2: Host a custom, exclusive welcome event for your key
tenants

This event can be offered alongside the mini-campaign ideas discussed above.

Just as you can woo and delight key tenant contacts with a private mixer, you can build great
relationships, quickly, with exclusive events tailored to specific tenants. We’ve already listed
a bunch of ideas for the event itself – a gathering with food and drink, or a themed
professional seminar, hosted virtually – but your private tenant welcome events should also
cover off information critical to maintaining trust and transparency as customers return to
the office.

Here’s what you should cover:
● Building updates. What has changed, what is completely new, and what has been

improved. This includes facilities, amenities, services, COVID-19 safety procedures,
security protocols, access control, and so on. The ‘building information’ section of
your tenant experience platform is a great place to house this information for
reference after the event.

● What to expect. This is your opportunity to promote your newly-refined first
impression to returning tenants. Tell them they can expect new standards of safety



and security, further improvements to facilities and services, and a complete
calendar of events and activations throughout the year.

● What’s coming. Events and activations are on the way. The building is now a thriving
community. How? What? When? Scintillate your customers by revealing your plans. In
August, our ‘farewell summer’ bash. In October, we are bringing a photographer in to
do professional shots. In November, we start our month-long Christmas festival.

Approach 3: Target key tenant stakeholders

Approach 3 can be combined with the other two approaches to form a triple-pronged
strategy targeting key tenants. This approach is all about singling out key tenant decision
makers, and ensuring they are as informed and excited about your initiatives as their
employees.

Here are three tactics we recommend:
● C-suite perks. Depending on your budget, these perks can range from hampers and

care packages to private seminars and networking events. There are no bad ideas
here: Premium stationery, wine tasting kits, dry cleaning vouchers, liquor decanters,
wellness subscription service packages, anti-stress doodads, guest presentations on
motivating workforces — you name it!

● Events for key tenant contacts. Thinking of holding an information session or
pre-Welcome Back get-together for your key tenant contacts (as discussed in section
5)? Follow up with a second private event, to capitalise on excitement and goodwill.

● Provide resources directly to HR/People and Culture teams. Empower them, so they
can empower, motivate, and care for their teams as they return to a new workplace.
Set up a building HR forum, supply content templates and resources, provide access
to surprise and delight packages for employees, and more. Not sure where to start?
Our Return to Work suite can do all of this, and more, for you. It includes a
fully-fledged HR Corner with all the resources here described. The best part is that it
can be deployed to an Equiem platform in minutes, ready to serve HR professionals
and help them navigate a crazy market.

https://assets.website-files.com/5c86f3fc3f656c6cf4d2c540/5ecffa5b27716759d63e238c_Equiem%20Return%20to%20Workplace%20Solutions%20270520-min.pdf


7. Become the healthy choice
Wellbeing initiatives to bring them back
At this point in our guide, you have learned to:

● Create a great first impression
● Organise a Welcome Back campaign for your tenant community, filled with events,

gifts and delights, and more
● Organise specific mini-campaigns for key tenants – using Equiem’s Segmentation

feature (see section 6) – as well as for key decision makers, contacts, and HR teams

Ideally, you have started to craft a plan suited to your budget based on our full range of ideas
and recommendations. Now, we introduce a new possible dimension to your Welcome Back
planning: Health and wellbeing.

Health and wellbeing is not just another perk – it can give your brand an entirely new value
proposition.

Proptech thought leader Antony Slumbers has advanced the idea that offices, if properly
configured, can achieve new relevance and purpose in the hybrid-working world as hubs of
wellbeing and measurable productivity. Employees will have their home offices, with all the
attendant benefits, such as work-hour flexibility and the lack of commute, but the office can
be more than a cumbersome like-for-like substitute, or a periodic meeting place. It must be.
If owners can prove that their buildings are quantifiably better for productivity and wellbeing
than the home office, then companies have another compelling reason to continue and
renew their leases.

“No business actually wants an office,” Slumbers writes. “What they want is the best
outcome for the office. What they want is a productive workforce. They want a creative
workforce. They want a happy and healthy workforce.

“...So what if you made improving the productivity of people the core value proposition within
the office? What if we stopped thinking about space, and started thinking about improving
the productivity of people?”

Consider also that cold, confined, and poorly ventilated spaces are all too common, and they
are bad for the working professional. Smart building technology provider Metrikus, in its
report Return to the Office: The Future Now, states that individuals want to work in an office
that provides home comforts, as well as a degree of control over those comforts. That’s one
key missing piece to the hybrid-working puzzle. “Only 53% of employees feel that they have
adequate control over their comfort,” Metrikus’ report says.

https://www.propmodo.com/de-densification-and-the-new-metrics-of-the-office/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/06/06/why-crowded-meetings-conference-rooms-make-you-so-so-tired/
https://www.metrikus.io/thereturntotheoffice
https://workplaceinsight.net/workplace-conditions-and-the-office-design-shown-to-affect-performance/


People – particularly young people – want to come into the office. They want to collaborate,
to hustle, to access knowledge and absorb experience from the veterans in their orbit. So if
you can inject home comforts – thermal control, CO2 regulation, confidence in the ability to
remain socially distant – you can make your workplace a viable HQ.

Start with wellbeing resources
Smart building technology is important, but if budget is a concern, you needn’t start there.
When it comes to health and wellbeing, a little goes a long way. Offer your tenants a resource
centre filled with tools, tips, articles, and freebies on such topics as mental health, stress
management, and dealing with the logistics of returning to the office.

Your tenant experience platform is the perfect place to house this information, and ensure
(via dedicated newsletters, for example) that they are disseminated to your building
community on a regular basis. Let’s say, however, that you don’t know where to start with
health and wellbeing resources. We have just the solution.

Our Engage Marketplace offers you a massive content library, including five Equiem content
feeds. These feeds are published and handled end-to-end by Equiem’s in-house team.
In this case, the two most important feeds are:

● Editorial – two articles, published weekly, to inspire, entertain, and inform your
tenants. ‘Health and Wellbeing’ is a category within the Editorial feeds, and includes
such post topics as ‘Which sleeping position is best?’, ‘Wearing the right size shoe
can improve your health’, and ‘15 ways to relax when you only have 5 minutes to
spare’.

● Wellbeing – a separate feed of daily live workouts and meditations, which can be
streamed in building or tenancy fitness areas (or even at home).

Of course, preventing and alleviating stress is
a worthy goal for a property management
team. You’ve made a great first impression,
and have crafted a campaign to delight your
tenants. But if you do not also streamline the
logistics around returning a company to a
workplace, you risk undoing your hard work.

Your tenant experience platform, once again,
is your best tool for simplifying the process of
tenant return. Using our bookings system, you
can help tenants to book their building arrival
times, and even usage of facilities, such as the
onsite gym.

That’s not all. You can use our platform to
provide an informational building re-entry

https://www.peoplemanagement.co.uk/news/articles/employees-fear-coronavirus-restrictions-are-creating-career-lockdown-poll-finds#gref


video, which explains all the changes to your building and its procedures. You can also fill
your Building Information section with dozens of content posts taking tenants through
everything, from delivery protocols and after-hours access to access control and facility
booking processes. Importantly, all of this information is housed in a central place, is
accessible instantly, and can be updated easily as needed.
When you communicate as easily and clearly as this, you avoid creating the unnecessary
stress that keeps people working from home.

Invest in mindfulness-focused perks
Health and wellbeing is a large undertaking, but it
is not entirely your responsibility. Outsource the
work to the pros: Consider partnering with a
wellbeing and mindfulness partner, like
Headspace, Calm, Meditopia, or BetterHelp. The
content that these partners provide can be carried
over to your tenant experience platform, and
tenants can even sign up from there.

Create an expert guide to local health and
wellbeing options
Your building is the place for perks, but the wider
precinct and local area are both invaluable assets.
Compile a guide directing tenants to healthy lunch
options (especially from onsite retailers), wellness
clinics, COVID testing sites, pharmacies, and
fitness providers.

Depending on your building size, and the amount of users registered to your tenant
experience platform, you might consider approaching some of these local businesses and
providers to create special deals for your customers. You all have something to gain from
more employees returning to workplaces, after all!

Don’t forget to use what you’ve got
We have an entire section on ‘using what you’ve got’ later on in this guide, but it’s important
at this juncture to ensure you’re promoting the services and amenities you offer. Gyms,
fitness classes, bookable multi-purpose spaces – remind your tenants that they are
available, and give them ideas on how they might be used. The booking of flexible space is
particularly important, as now, more than ever, tenants are concerned about social
distancing and indoor air quality.

https://www.headspace.com/
https://www.calm.com/
https://meditopia.com/en/
https://www.betterhelp.com/


8. Leverage technology
Creating digital experience and convenience

Even the best Welcome Back campaign cannot hope to fully ignite a community without the
right digital platform to bring it to life. As mentioned at the beginning of this guide, digital
transformation is a vital part of creating the workplace of the future. In this section, we’ll talk
you through the main features and solutions you will need, put into the context of customer
wants, needs, and behaviours.

The planning behind a communication strategy is one thing; the technology required to
execute a strategy is another. In our experience, technological capability dictates the scope
(and therefore the limitations) of a strategy. If you don’t have a tenant experience platform,
for example, you likely only have two methods for communicating: Manual emails to key
tenant contacts, and physical memos. These two methods, alone, cannot hope to foster
community. You need to be quick, broad, and memorable in your approach.

Our tenant experience platform is designed to do this, because the majority of tenancies, and
therefore employees, are registered to the platform. Any communications – news posts,
event posts, building updates, memos, videos, and so on – can be sent to all users within
seconds. They can also be segmented, just as easily, in the event that you only want to
communicate with a specific tenant (see section 6).

The Equiem platform also enables you to create custom push notifications that can be sent
out to your entire building, or to the audience segments of your choosing. As implied by the
name of the feature, these custom notifications can say whatever you want, and link to any
post, product, or service you offer via your Equiem platform solution. It’s a handy feature for
promoting events, activations, onsite retailer promos and discounts, and even to check in
with disconnected users. All custom notifications are pushed automatically to the desktop
and mobile versions of our app, too, so you know you are getting maximum coverage.

Communicate return-to-office procedures
When we first rolled out our Return to Work suite,
late in 2020, we discovered that two initiatives
were in particularly high demand, both with
property managers and tenants:

● Video walkthroughs. Take all of the
information tenants need to know about
returning to their building – where, when
and how to enter; how to book facilities;
COVID-19 safety and cleaning measures;
new initiatives – and present them in a



short, easily-digestible format. These videos need not be Hollywood epics. You can
use basic and affordable slide-and-music programs like Biteable to present your
building re-entry guide. Alternatively, Equiem can make your video for you.

● Regular platform updates, communicated in single news posts. Tenants love the
ease of logging into their platform, and reading the latest on changes to building
procedures or adherence to COVID-19 safety and security measures. In the event of a
COVID-19 emergency – like a case in your building, or the surrounding precinct –
emails and SMS emergency notifications can be sent out in a manner of seconds to
your entire registered building community. There are simply no good alternatives to
this kind of simplified communication. Without a tenant experience platform, and a
central hub for knowledge and information, you must use traditional routes (like
tenant representatives), and hope that your communications reach your intended
audiences.

Become a frictionless, tech-enabled building
The better equipped your building is, the more attractive it becomes to returning customers.
The old days of plastic access cards and manual space bookings are fast ending. In their
place, and as the starting point in digital transformation, you should consider adding these
three solutions to your asset.

● Touchless access control via smartphone. We can integrate seamlessly with the
leading access control providers, such as HID and OpenPath, to enable touchless
access in your building. Once configured for your site, access passes are housed on
a dedicated wallet tab on the Equiem app. Users can manage cards, apply for new
ones, and more. When at the reader, the Equiem app functions in the background.
Users don't need to have the app running in the foreground. Depending on how
access is configured in your building currently, the Equiem app can also be used to
automatically call elevators to tenancies.

● Amenity bookings. With the Equiem platform, you can completely digitize the
booking of services, facilities and amenities. Flexible spaces, conference rooms,
common areas, fitness centers, gym sessions, classes, seminars – the list goes on
and on. In one place, customers can browse, book, pay, and safely check in for
sessions and bookings. The back-end system handles instant payments via Stripe,
and provides booking confirmations and reminders to all parties automatically.
By bringing your amenities and services online, your property management team can
manage them with a single interface. You can also increase, by an order of
magnitude, the amount of behavioural data you capture from your tenants.

https://biteable.com/


💡 Case study: Class bookings at One Nashville Fitness Center

One Nashville Place, in Tennessee, US, launched a ‘book your gym time’ initiative in June
of 2020. It was set up to allow tenants to book a 30-minute time slot (one of two each
day), in which they could use the cutting-edge Fitness Center onsite. The booking
function was managed using Equiem’s e-commerce platform, and enabled the One
Nashville team to maintain a safe capacity for proper social distancing.

Since June, the initiative has courted 1,213 bookings. 66 users use the tool on a regular
basis to schedule their in-office workouts.

● Car parking. Instant, frictionless, touchless car parking is one of the building features
most in demand with our clients and their customers. Equiem can integrate with car
parking booking and access providers, such as UbiPark, to facilitate simple entry to
and exit from the workplace.

Organise and deploy ‘phygital’ contests
Phygital contests are hosted online, using your tenant experience platform, but some of the
entry mechanisms, activities, or prizes may involve offline, in-person interactions. For
example, you might run a Welcome Back campaign that features an onsite dance
competition and an online platform quiz.

With phygital, you get the best of both worlds: Customers know that the platform is a place
for fun and enrichment, and they get the opportunity to react with you and their peers in the
real world. Regular contests encourage habitual engagement, and give your platform the
all-important sense that things are happening.

Here’s a quick guide to running a phygital contest, with some specific ideas to get you
started:

1. The contest should run daily throughout a one or two week period. When briefing
customers about the contest, you should make it clear that daily entries are their best
chance of success.

2. A tried and true entry mechanism is site-based check-ins. Every time customers
arrive onsite and check in, using the Equiem app, they receive an entry. Every day,
therefore, they have the opportunity to win the prize.

3. The prize should be major, something worthy of repeated daily entries. Here are
some of our most popular rewards:

a. For prizes: VR headset, Peloton subscription, noise-cancelling headphones
b. For vouchers: Staycations with local hotels, AirBnB, Nike, Apple, Trunk Club,

Stitch Fix, and Personal Shopper



💡 Case study: High steaks at Seaport Place

To kick off the digital launch of the Seaport Place platform in May of 2020, pre-registered
tenants took part in a refer-a-friend contest. Any referees got the chance to win a
massive gift card to spend at Morton’s Steakhouse, an onsite retailer at Seaport Place.

Throughout the launch period, this contest was supplemented with several other
contests and giveaways. Users were encouraged to submit feedback on future events,
take part in a Two Truths and a Lie contest, and create a building Spotify playlist with
their fellow occupants.

We introduced a run of virtual events to accompany the offline activity. That included
daily fitness classes – the most popular of which was DanceFit – and a hugely popular
‘spin the virtual wheel’ event, hosted on our platform. Daily prizes included gift cards to
Morton’s Steakhouse and Dunkin’ Donuts.

All up, this incredibly successful launch event resulted in 536 new registrations (an
additional 21% of the building population). Activity on the platform was just as notable:
Users left 492 comments and 219 event RSVPs during the campaign.

Launch community-building digital contests
You can run contests solely within the online realm, too – particularly if those contests are
designed to run over a long period of time, with complex entry and qualification
mechanisms.

Your tenant experience platform is set up perfectly to run slow-burn digital contests within
societies and interest groups, such as sport fantasy leagues, regular trivia contests, and
book clubs. By using segmented content posts, multimedia content, polls, forms, and more,
you can run a year-long contest with ease. Such exercises tend to get bigger each time they
are repeated, which is essential for the health of your building community.



9. It’s better with friends
Building partnerships and supporting retail
When it comes to maximising occupancy and creating a thriving building community, you
and your onsite retailers are in the game together. No retailers onsite, or part of your
precinct? No matter – the retailers in your local area don’t like empty tables and quiet
boutiques. What’s good for you is good for them. Work together!

Here’s another matrix, giving you ideas for engaging with retailers to offer deals, promotions,
freebies, and marketing support. When you’re with us, we help you to build a tailored strategy
for retailer engagement based on this very same framework.

Idea/category/product Suitable retailers More information/examples

Unique tenant deals ● Food and drink providers
● Fashion boutiques
● Wellness providers
● Fitness service providers

Think discounts, or bundle deals,
with your onsite/local providers:
10% off services, $20 off when you
refer a friend. Two-for-one on
select products on certain days of
the week.
Once your deals are agreed on, you
can offer them to tenants via your
platform Store. That way, retailers
receive the promotion they deserve,
and redemptions are easy to track.

Desk drops ● Food and drink providers
● Wellness providers

People love care packages!
F&B-wise, think small seasonal
food baskets, wine or coffee
samplers. For wellness providers,
think diffuser packs, essential oils,
creams, or incense samplers. Your
desk drops should encourage
recipients to visit the platform -
include a small promotional card,
with a QR code, to nab as many
new registrations as possible.

Lobby pop-ups ● Food and drink providers
● Fashion boutiques
● Wellness providers
● Fitness service providers
● Onsite service providers

(such as dry cleaners,
shoe-shiners, bike
mechanics)

Pop-ups, if arranged correctly in
your lobby, can be easily
transformed from simple
marketing booths to a festival of
try-and-buy delights. Your retailers
receive free exposure, and you
have the opportunity to sprinkle
freebies among the activations.
This is particularly effective for
food and drink retailers, and fitness
service providers (impromptu



dance classes always go over a
treat!)
To increase platform registrations,
you can also organise a series of
online-only deals: Download the
app and show this deal during the
festival to receive a free showbag!

Gift card contests ● Food and drink providers
● Fashion boutiques
● Wellness providers
● Fitness service providers
● Onsite service providers

(such as dry cleaners,
shoe-shiners, bike
mechanics)

Retailers will happily provide gift
cards as contest prizes if they can
guarantee exposure. This is exactly
what your tenant experience
platform is designed to do. Better
still, you can show your retailers
just how much traffic your contests
have driven to their Store pages
and websites. Everyone wins!

Transactions via your
platform

● Food and drink providers
● Wellness providers
● Fitness service providers
● Onsite service providers

(such as dry cleaners,
shoe-shiners, bike
mechanics)

Why not get your retailers selling
their services and wares directly to
your building population via the
platform Store? With instant
payments, a complete POS system,
and direct control over promotions
and discounts, retailers can boost
their exposure with no additional
cost to marketing.

Food and drink
experiences

● Food and drink providers Workshops, seminars, chef
masterclasses – give your F&B
retailers the space to leverage their
experts, and upsell their menus at
the same time!

Merchandise ● Fashion boutiques
● Wellness providers
● Fitness service providers
● Onsite service providers

(such as dry cleaners,
shoe-shiners, bike
mechanics)

Reserve a space in your lobby for a
permanent merchandising display,
and allow retailers to showcase
their best wares. This is good
exposure, and tenants will love the
prestige lent by the presence of
boutiques.

Onsite visits ● Onsite service providers
(such as dry cleaners,
shoe-shiners, bike
mechanics)

Certain service providers need to
be seen, offline as well as online, in
order to generate new customers.
Bring your dry cleaners in for
demos; organise a free shoe-shine
day, or a free morning of bike
servicing for tenants.



💡 Case study: Dry cleaning made easy at Melbourne’s Rialto

Established Rialto retailer Sew Stunning was looking for a way to boost its sales. As the
building’s chief dry cleaner, Sew Stunning had a loyal customer base – but we saw in our
e-commerce technology the opportunity for wider promotion. We worked with the owner,
John, to bring his operation to life on the Equiem app.

By streamlining orders, delivery, and customer satisfaction, we generated 515 orders
within the first month, and more than $8.46k USD in the first three months.

Leverage Equiem’s Partner Network
We have a huge and always-growing network of local, national, and global partners. These
partners, and their exclusive discounts, can be made available to your customers via our
tenant experience platform. Here are some examples:

● Swag.com – shop, store, and ship the highest quality swag around the world
● Rover – dog walking and sitting while you’re back at work
● ClassPass – simplified access to fitness classes, gyms, massages, haircuts, and

more

To explore our full Partner Network, reach out today.

Explore other timely and relevant partners
When it comes to partners, we’ve found that there are rarely any bad ideas. So explore your
local area. For example:

● Golf course partnerships (we’re back to the office, so let’s get back to where deals are
won!)

● Lunch deals or discounts with a string of popular restaurants
● Tailors (redo your professional wardrobe after months spent in sweatpants)

Enlist your tenants to source the best (and most deserving) partnerships
In our experience, customers are quick to form long-standing relationships with local small
businesses. In times of strife, they are likely to rally behind those struggling, be they cafes,
restaurants, fitness class providers, or otherwise.

Therefore, your customers are a fantastic source of advice and inspiration on partnerships
and support for onsite retailers. Run a ‘Spread the Community Love’ contest, in which the
entry mechanism is a simple question: “What local businesses need extra love and support?”

You will receive no shortage of useful responses.

https://swag.com/
https://www.rover.com/
https://classpass.com/
https://www.getequiem.com/book-a-demo-form


10. If you build it, they will come
Create the community they’re missing

In this section, we will lay out four tactics that help to create thriving building communities
on an ongoing basis. You can incorporate all or some of these tactics into your Welcome
Back plan. Whatever you decide, the idea is to make them a regular part of your engagement
strategy.

Tactic 1: Hold onsite networking events, every quarter

We don’t need to cover off the many benefits of professional networking. This tactic is
valuable to you because it makes your building the place where networking is done. Events
will happen, but if they are not happening in your lobbies, function spaces, or common areas,
you are not reaping the benefits of playing matchmaker. You could have an ordinary office
building, or you could have an office building whose networking events are renowned for
creating opportunities, jobs, and professional connections. That kind of reputation is
invaluable to your brand. It creates an environment people will venture out of home to
inhabit.

Tactic 2: Host building meet-ups at local hot spots, at least every six
months

This tactic goes hand-in-hand with your networking event plan. The difference here is that
your building meet-ups are about social interaction and less about business. Pick a local
restaurant or bar, reserve a space, put on a spread, and work an activity into the programme.
Invitations and check-ins can be managed via your tenant experience platform, which means
you can create exclusive meet-ups for select companies.

Tactic 3: Friendly ‘Tenant vs tenant’ competitions

One of the best ways to build rapport between companies in your building? Pit them against
each other in a series of small and fun competitions, hosted on your tenant experience
platform. Keep the prize budget small, and you can run tenant face-offs throughout the year.
To get you started, here are two proven ideas sure to stoke the fires of competition:

● The company with the most event check-ins, over a month, wins
● The company with the most amenity bookings, over a month, wins



Thinking of small-scale prizes? Here are some favourites:

● Wheel a bar cart into the winner’s office for Friday night drinks
● Lend them a pair of massage chairs for a week of pampering
● Shower them in gift cards from local or onsite retailers

Tactic 4: Poll customers to create clubs and interests groups, then
create those clubs and interest groups

Equiem’s Polls feature allows you to create single or multiple-choice polls and push them out
to your entire building community. These polls can be embedded in content posts, or set up
to prompt users as they hit the homepage of your Equiem tenant experience platform.
Using this feature, you can ask your tenants about the kinds of clubs or interest groups in
which they might be interested. Here’s an example:

● What kind of clubs or interest groups would you like to see at our building?
○ Walking/running
○ Gaming
○ Fitness
○ Reading
○ Networking/knowledge sharing
○ Cycling
○ Fantasy football

And so on. From there, you simply take the top responses
and create your newest building community groups. This you
can do using Equiem’s Interests feature: You create Interests,
such as ‘Gaming’ or ‘Reading’, and users can select those
Interests. When they do, they will be automatically added to
new segments, allowing you to create content, products, and
services exclusive to those segments. As a result, managing
your community clubs and interest groups is easy as can be.

For best results, consider enlisting tenant leaders to run
clubs and groups.



11. Use what you’ve got
Marketing your unique amenities
So you have your Welcome Back campaign, a mix of events, activations, contests, prizes, and
other outreach initiatives. You have created fantastic first impressions throughout your
building. Now it’s time to plan for the daily task of creating and maintaining awareness about
your building’s best features. They may be obvious to you, but it is likely that your customers
will need reminding.

This marketing campaign is best run through your tenant experience platform. Equiem’s
Content Management System (CMS), Iris, supports a range of content types and multimedia
formats (videos, audio streams, etc), enabling you to create a full visual showcase.

Start with a refresher on what your building has to offer
Your content plan should cover all services, facilities and amenities in your building – those
new and existing. This may include end-of-commute showers and lockers, conference
rooms, function areas, flexible spaces, gyms, fitness centres, and onsite retailers.

No time to create content? Our Engage content library supports landlords and building
management teams at all stages of the tenant engagement process. We have templates for
launching a site, customer onboarding, everyday customer engagement, promoting services
and amenities, and more. Within minutes, templates can be copied, tailored to a site, and
published to tenants. Our systems, and templates, are purpose-built to be used quickly,
without the need for extensive team training and refresher workshops.

Promote, exhaustively, the new offerings
There’s no limit to the frequency with which you can promote your new Welcome Back
services and amenities (see section 8). So, your new content plan should include weekly (if
not daily) posts, covering:

● Your new COVID-19 safety and cleaning protocols
● Flexible space booking options
● Instant e-commerce options (such as food and drink, dry cleaning, etc)
● New fitness or wellbeing classes
● Your new touchless access control system
● Your new visitor management system

And so on. As with the refresher content above, our Engage content library can take care of
the content production process for you.

Highlight sustainability initiatives
Sustainability is a critical matter for today’s office workers. After COVID-19, many
professionals – particularly millennials – will simply not return to workplaces and office

https://www.superdraft.com.au/trends/timeless-millennial-office-design-trends


buildings that do not demonstrate a comprehensive plan on sustainability and, more broadly,
ESG. Therefore, your content plan should include regular coverage on your sustainability
initiatives, and results against goals.

This is why smart building technology is so important. You can monitor, adjust, and improve
your building’s carbon footprint using real-time data. This data can be easily fed back to
companies, and even to employees, simplifying the process of promoting your hard work and
successes. Without smart building technology, creating a comprehensive report on ESG
commitments is no easy task.

Promote amenities through activations
Two birds, one stone: Advertise your onsite facilities and amenities through experiential
marketing. Here are some ideas proven to work a treat.

Amenity/facility Idea

Fitness centre - Classes with partner providers
- Meditation sessions
- Bookable physical therapy sessions
- Bookable private massages

Bike room - Bike tune-ups
- Bike gear giveaways

Shower/locker rooms - Fitness gear giveaways
- Towel service
- Toiletries
- Dry cleaning credits
- Complimentary shoeshine

Conference room - Catering credits
- Free room bookings
- Lunch & Learn sessions, webinars with guest speakers

Multi-purpose spaces - Networking events
- Happy hour mixers
- Gaming tournaments

Onsite cafes/restaurants - Cooking demonstrations
- Masterclasses
- Tasting events
- Dining credits

https://www.getequiem.com/equiem-plus/smart


12. A glimpse into the future
Perspectives from markets tackling the return to office

In 2021, several global lockdowns have impeded the majority return of tenants back to
offices. In Australia, we don’t expect occupancy rates to rise to healthy levels until the
beginning of 2022. Thankfully, there is lots to learn from our many sites in the US and UK. For
this section, we’ll focus on a particularly successful Welcome Back campaign at a site called
Oxford Business Park.

Reigniting community at Oxford Business Park
Equiem and Arlington staged a multi-event Welcome
Back campaign, designed to reignite the Oxford
Business Park community after London’s extended
lockdowns.

Located within a thriving and well-connected pocket
of the city, Oxford Business Park is a self-sufficient
commercial campus with first-rate services and
amenities. Occupiers can sit down to sublime meals,
book flexible space options, collaborate, relax, and
seek entertainment – all within steps of their desks.
Equiem’s platform, called Oxford Park Life, unifies
these services and amenities with a single, integrated
desktop and app. The Park is home to Nielsen, NHS,
Cancer Research UK, Harley Davidson, and Oxford
Biomedica.

The challenges:
1. Support to improve the site’s occupier return to workplace strategy with coordinated

safety guides, as well as tailored content and services
2. Connecting to the wide range of stakeholders at Oxford Business Park, delivering a

sophisticated community experience to all returning customers
3. Support for the the onsite restaurant and cafe, Oxford Factory

The solution
With the easing of in-office COVID-19 restrictions across London, Arlington and Equiem
devised a Welcome Back campaign designed to re-engage returning occupiers and provide a
new, highly-visible standard of safety and security. The campaign culminated in a large
in-person BBQ mixer, held in partnership with Oxford Factory. Attendees enjoyed
soul-warming food and fresh cocktails in an open-air setting. Arlington used the Equiem app
to advertise the campaign, communicate with tenants, coordinate event invitations and
check-ins, and offer occupiers peace of mind as they navigated their COVID-safe workplace.



The tech used
● Newsletters, sent via Equiem’s Iris Content Management System (CMS), generated

interest in the event
● Welcome Back signage, posted in all communal areas, stoked awareness in the Park

social calendar
● Direct outreach from the Park team to key occupier contacts
● Iris’ RSVP feature, used to collect all attendees information via Oxford Park Life app
● Touchless check-in at the event, to ensure safety and proper allocation of space and

seating

The results
Across both BBQ event sessions, 184 people attended Arlington’s Welcome Back mixer. Each
attendee submitted an RSVP to the event and participated in self check-in on arrival,
ensuring Arlington staff could communicate effectively with occupiers and ensure contact
tracing viability. Better still, the first week of the event encouraged 80 new registrations to
the Oxford Park Life app – and in the following weeks, registrations jumped by more than
200. Arlington has since capitalised on the event – and the newly-generated community
spirit – with the roll-out of a three-month-long social calendar.

Oxford Business Park occupier testimonials:

“Looking forward to
this event!”

“Lovely BBQ – so
nice to see so many
people out! Thank
you.”

“This is very kind of
you – thank you to
the organisers.”



13. End with data
Measuring success and learning for tomorrow

As you implement your Welcome Back campaign, you will also need to keep a close eye on
how it is performing. Luckily, with our tenant experience platform and Analytics Dashboards,
you can track all customer interactions, including those with complementary systems, such
as your e-commerce platform and flexible space booking platform.

Judging performance and determining success need not be hard. Fundamentally, you are
trying to answer a single question: What best engaged tenants?

The easiest way to answer this question is to ask your tenants. We recommend starting here,
using Equiem’s Poll and NPS/Feedback features. By asking even the simplest of questions,
you can learn about the strength of your community. For example:

● Of our recent events and activations, which was your favourite?
● What is your favourite thing about coming to work at [BUILDING]?
● How can we improve your daily working life?

Our NPS Feature enables you to set a reliable benchmark for general community sentiment.
When customers first return, ask them: “How do you feel about being back in the building?”
Then, after six months or even a year, ask them again: “How do you feel about your building
community?” Customers can rank their sentiment on a scale of 1 to 10. Because your NPS
survey can be shared with a greater proportion of your tenant community – everyone in your
building, if they are registered to the platform – you have the most accurate picture of how
your engagement activities are performing.

Track event participation data
Our system allows you to track event participation, from start to finish: Those who expressed
interest in your events, those who RSVP’d, and those who checked-in. By tracking check-ins
and comparing them against RSVPs and content views, you can determine interest in your
events, and how they might be improved to gain more attendees.

Event attendance is a good barometer for the health of your community: If attendance rises,
even by slight amounts, over time, you know that your building is attractive and valuable to
your customers. If your events are not enough to draw people out of the home office, your
wider strategy may need improvement.

Track occupancy and CO2 data
As we mentioned in section 7, COVID-19 has thrown Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) into the
spotlight. First, the focus was on health, but now, we know that poor IAQ is strongly
correlated to poor productivity. Put simply, when too many people gather in a
poorly-ventilated area, oxygen levels are depleted faster than they are replenished. CO2



levels then increase, and excess CO2 can cause drowsiness, headaches, and nausea. By
regulating CO2 using Equiem’s Smart platform, you stand to improve productivity by 8-11%.

 You can fit out your offices and common areas like a five-star hotel, and lure employees out
of their home offices with enriching experiences, events, and services. But if you don’t ease
deep-seated worries about COVID-19 – namely, the ability to distance oneself from others in
public places – you can never hope to maximise building occupancy rates. “Employers will
also need to take steps to reassure employees that the office is a space safe to return to,”
Metrikus’ The Future Now report states. “Access to the right data can help to give people
confidence that they are working somewhere with good indoor air quality and no risk of
overcrowding.” Our Smart platform can feed this information, on a tenancy-by-tenancy level,
to employees and employers.

I want to work with Equiem to launch my own platform, and
create an unforgettable Welcome Back campaign. What’s next?

Glad to hear it! We have different pathways to help you progress efficiently to launching your
first asset, and implement a Welcome Back plan. Reach out to us today for a personalised
consultation.

Want to know more about what occupiers want from their workplace? Pair this Welcome
Back eBook with our free 2021 Global Office Tenant Report, which features first-hand
insights from more than 3,200 global office workers.

https://www.getequiem.com/book-a-demo-form
https://www.getequiem.com/book-a-demo-form
https://www.getequiem.com/resources/global-office-tenant-report-2021
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